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Clearing forests for swidden agriculture, despite providing food to millions of farmers in

the tropics, can be a major driver of deforestation. Payments for ecosystem services

schemes can help stop swidden agriculture-induced forest loss by rewarding forest

users for maintaining forests. Clear and secure property rights are a key prerequisite

for the success of these payment schemes. In this study, we use a novel iterative and

dynamic game in Madagascar and Kenya to examine farmer responses to individual and

communal rights to forestlands, with and without financial incentives, in the context of

swidden agricultural landscapes. We find that farmer pro conservation behaviour, defined

by the propensity to keep forests or fallows on their lands, as well as the effects of land

tenure and conservation incentive treatments on such behaviour, differ across the two

contexts. The average percentages of land left forest/fallow in the game are 65 and

35% in Kenya and Madagascar, respectively. Individual ownership significantly improves

decisions to preserve forests or leave land fallow in Madagascar but has no significant

effect in Kenya. Also, the effect of the individual tenure treatment varies across education

and wealth levels in Madagascar. Subsidy increases farmers’ willingness to support

conservation interests in both countries, but its effect is four times greater in Kenya.

We find no interaction effects of the two treatments in either country. We conclude that

the effectiveness of financial incentives for conservation and tenure reform in preserving

forestland vary significantly across contexts. We show how interactive games can help

develop a more targeted and practical approach to environmental policy.

Keywords: interactive game, swidden agriculture, payments for ecosystem services, property rights, forest land

tenure, forest conservation, Madagascar, Kenya

INTRODUCTION

Nature conservation is coming increasingly into conflict with human livelihoods (Redpath et al.,
2013). In the tropics, large forest areas are being converted to agriculture by shifting cultivation,
also known as swidden agriculture (Fox et al., 2000). While other macro-economic or distant
factors such as migration and remote market demand can cause forest loss (Meyfroidt et al., 2013;
Cairns, 2015), swidden agriculture has long been considered a major driver of deforestation and
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biodiversity loss (Zabel et al., 2019). However, swidden
agriculture provides subsistence for millions of people across the
developing world (Van Vliet et al., 2012) and covers roughly
280 million hectares worldwide, including both cultivated fields
and fallows (Heinimann et al., 2017). Market-based economic
instruments such as payments for ecosystem services (PES)
schemes offer potential for reducing swidden agriculture-induced
forest loss while improving local people’s livelihoods (Namirembe
et al., 2014; Wunder, 2015). PES programmes are based
on rewarding forest users for maintaining or increasing the
provision of ecosystem services (Noordwijk et al., 2012).

Clear and secure property rights are a key prerequisite for
the success of PES schemes, as they determine who is eligible
to benefit and how contracts can be legally enforced (Swallow
and Meinzen-Dick, 2009; Corbera et al., 2020). In many tropical
countries, governments have de jure ownership of forestlands
(Kelly and Peluso, 2015). However, state ownership is often
weakly enforced in practise or is locally contested (Unruh, 2008;
Rakotonarivo et al., 2018). While much can be learned from
reviews on the importance of various contextual, design, and
implementation features on the effectiveness of PES schemes
(e.g., Börner et al., 2017; Snilsveit et al., 2019; Wunder et al.,
2020), evidence is missing for how the effectiveness of PES in
incentivising pro-conservation behaviour might vary between
land tenure systems such as communal and individual ownership
of forestlands. Yet, pilot or real-world interventions to address
this knowledge gap would be difficult to implement because of
practical costs and ethical concerns. In this study, we develop a
novel interactive and dynamic game to investigate the effects of
payments and different types of property rights on forest-user
behaviour in the context of swidden agricultural landscapes in
Madagascar and Kenya.

Games can extend more traditional survey approaches by
testing the impact of policy interventions that may not yet
have analogues in past experience and would be difficult or
expensive to test in reality (Redpath et al., 2018). This is the
case in many African contexts where well-defined forest tenure
regimes such as individual and communal forest ownership are
largely missing, and where forest tenure is contested and unclear,
and forest users are not landowners (Rights and Resources
Initiative, 2018; Sunderlin et al., 2018; Miller et al., 2021). While
we were not able to include such de facto contested tenure
situations in our experimental game design, our study examined
the influence of individual and communal property rights to
forestlands on forest user behaviour and thus, provides valuable
insights on the influence of potential tenure reform policies on
conservation outcomes. In addition, experimental games allowed
us to vary property rights regimes exogenously while holding
other factors constant, which is challenging in observational,
quasi-experimental studies.

Games have been used to study individual or group
coordination strategies and facilitate change processes and social
learning in complex socio-ecological contexts (e.g., Bodonirina
et al., 2018; Celio et al., 2019; Speelman et al., 2019; Andreotti
et al., 2020; Garcìa-Barrios et al., 2020). In other settings, games
have been used to investigate the effectiveness of alternative
payment structures in encouraging pro-conservation behaviour

in the context of forest resources (e.g., Travers et al., 2011;
Narloch et al., 2012; Kaczan et al., 2017; Salk et al., 2017;
Andersson et al., 2018; Gatiso et al., 2018). These studies
are useful for exploring how conservation incentives are best
delivered (e.g., to groups or individuals), but they offer limited
insights into the potential impacts of communal or individual
ownership over forestlands on farmer behaviour. The traditional
pen and paper approach used in most of these games also limits
their potential tomodel ecologically relevant temporal and spatial
dynamics of the resources, particularly at the landscape level
(Janssen et al., 2014). This might limit their ability to attribute the
observed behavioural patterns to the experimental interventions
(Cardenas et al., 2009).

We used a novel game to test how alternative policy
interventions affect farmer pro-conservation behaviour. We
conducted the games in Madagascar and Kenya, two countries
which have varying degrees of reliance on swidden agriculture as
described in the study context section. The Netlogo framework
(Wilensky, 1999) allowed us to include both temporal and spatial
dynamics in the games, which significantly increased realism
and famers’ engagement (Rakotonarivo et al., 2021a,b). We
specifically aimed to address the following questions: (i) How do
communal or individual rights affect farmer decisions to farm or
keep forests or fallows in the games? (ii) Do financial incentives
affect rural farmers’ willingness to keep forests or fallows? (iii)
Do the effects of the tenure and financial incentive treatments
vary across different wealth, education and community trust
levels? (iv) How do treatment effects vary across the two contexts,
Madagascar and Kenya?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Game Design
The game—Sharedspace—was framed around farmer decisions
in swidden agricultural landscape and played on tablet computers
linked via a mobile hotspot. It is part of a family of games
developed using the NetLogo modelling platform to examine
conflicts among people, resources, and wildlife that includes
NonCropShare, a coordination game for insect-based ecosystem
services (Bell et al., 2016), and GooseBump, a coordination
game for resolution to human-wildlife and conservation conflicts
(Rakotonarivo et al., 2021a,b). In the game, four farmers make
land use decisions on a 6 × 6 grid-cell digital farming landscape.
Each participant has an equal share of the land in the game, a
total of nine cells each. On each cell, the farmer can decide to
(i) conserve the forest (or fallow) or (ii) farm it for their private
benefits (Figures 1, 2). Each interactive game session consists of
7–12 rounds analogous to agricultural years where participants
make decisions and have the option to communicate with other
players between game sessions about any aspects of the game,
including their choices, and beliefs about the optimal strategy.
The number of rounds was randomised to prevent participants
from anticipating the conclusion of a game session. In each
round, participants decide whether to farm the cells or keep them
as forest or fallow. Each grid cell was framed as “forest” at the
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FIGURE 1 | Visual repress entation of the farming landscape in the individual right treatments, players are colour-coded, (A) the bottom left corner is the active

player’s 3 × 3 grid at the start of round 1; (B) the active player farmed three cells (the red coloured cells), the black numbers in the red coloured cells are the remaining

number of farming cycles with high yield; (C) Game screen of the active player after all four players have made decisions at the end of round 1, the decisions taken by

the other players are also visible (the green, blue, and pink cells are farmed by the three other players); (D) game screen of the active player at the start of round 2, the

scores of the active player in previous round is shown in the left-hand side of the panel.

start of each game and “fallow” once it has been farmed for the
first time.

Farming the cell brings some yields, while keeping the forest
or fallowing the cell boosts crop yields to neighbouring farmed
cells through ecosystem service provision (e.g., pollination,
soil restoration, watershed protection, landslide prevention)
(Table 1). To reflect this, a forest/fallow cell increases the yield
of all farmed cells within a radius of two cells by 1. These effects
can spill over from one farmer to another. Since a fallow land
yields the same ecosystem services as a fully intact forest, they
were referred to as forest/fallow hereafter.

Returns from farming depend on the conditions of the lands.
Farming gives a payoff of 12 when the farmed land is in good
condition and 10 when it is not. If participants farm the same
forest/fallow cell for two consecutive rounds, the land becomes
depleted and the yield drops to the lower level in the following
round. If participants continue farming the land of lower quality,
the yield remains at the lower level. Fallowing the land for at
least two consecutive rounds returns the yield to the higher level,
and the soil fertility is restored (Table 1). The game is therefore
temporally and spatially dynamic; the state of a cell in any
given round is dependent on decisions taken in previous rounds,
and the ecosystem’s service provision depends on concurrent

decisions on nearby cells. The maximum output for a farmed
square from ecosystem services benefits is capped at 15 for a good
quality land and 12 for a low-quality land. At the start of each
session, all land is in good condition and leads to a high yield if
farmed (Table 1).

In some of the treatments, a subsidy of x is given for every
cell of forest/fallow in the landscape, where xx randomly takes
aon random value of 4, 8, or 12 with equal probability in a game.
Summing across squares under their control, participants’ overall
scores are calculated in each round as,

Score = 69
n=1Yield+ 69

n=1Ecosystem services+ 69
n=1Subsidy (1)

To ensure sufficient realism and motivation for play, our
treatments incorporated spatial dynamics (ecosystem services
spilling over from forest or fallow lands to neighbouring farms).
We also allow for the decisions of current rounds to potentially
affect payoffs in future rounds. These game dynamics make
it impossible to find closed form solutions for optimal play.
However, it is possible to derive analytical solutions for simplified
conditions (e.g., a single round of game play). The game
parameters (Table 1) were specified to reflect a plausible range
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FIGURE 2 | Visual representation of the farming landscape in the common right treatments, players are colour coded, (A) game screen of the active player at the start

of the game; the player can farm any cells in the landscape (up to nine); (B) the active player farmed six cells (the red coloured cells in the first row of the grid); (C)

game screen of the active player after all four players have made decisions at the end of round 1, the decisions taken by the other players are also visible, the green,

blue and pink cells are farmed by the three other players; (D) game screen of the active player at the start of round 2, the scores of the active player in previous round

is shown in the left-hand side of the panel.

TABLE 1 | Game parameters.

Player choice (cell level)

Forest or Fallow Farm

High yield* Low yield**

Yield 0 12 10

Neighbourhood effect 0 +1 for all neighbouring forest/forest/fallow

cells (in a radius of two cells around the

cell), up to 15

+1 for all neighbouring forest/fallow cells

(in a radius of two cells around the cell), up

to 12

Subsidy x [4,8,12]*** None None

*At the start of each session, the yield on all cells is at the high level if the land is farmed.
**Yield drops to the lower level in any given round if the cell is farmed in the two previous rounds. It recovers the higher level after two consecutive rounds of fallowing.
***In the subsidy treatment, a subsidy of X points is awarded for each forest or fallow cell, where X is an integer taking one of three values [4, 8, 12]. The value is randomly assigned at
the start of each game session.

of potential costs and benefit scenarios under these simplified
conditions (for instance, for a single game round, farming
all landscape cells yields the highest payoff regardless of the
decisions of other players; however, a cooperative strategy of
fallowing a single cell can result in a total higher total payoff

for players than if all players farm all of their cells, despite
being vulnerable to defection from the higher payoff strategy
of farming all cells). We have provided a detailed explanation
of the theory underlying our game design in Appendix A
in Supplementary Material. While such theoretical predictions
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were useful for calibrating the game parameters, our analyses do
not aim to test specific game theoretic predictions, but instead
focus on how farmers respond to policy interventions and how
these responses vary across different sub-groups.

Experimental Design and Data Collection
We used a within-subject design; each game session consists
of one practise session (3 rounds) followed by four different
game treatments played in random order in each game session.
The four game treatments form a 2 × 2 design of (i) Subsidy
vs. no subsidy, (ii) individual vs. communal property rights.
Communication between participants was permitted in all the
sessions as this mirrors the condition in which real-life incentive
schemes operate. All elements of the game were explained at
the start, including the randomly drawn subsidy values. The
participants were all sitting in a circle and could easily talk to each
other. The fallowing history and high/low yield status were visible
on screen and could be tracked by participants.

In the individual property rights treatments, each participant
is endowed with nine forest patches at the start of each game (3
× 3 grid-cell section of the 6× 6 grid-cell agricultural landscape)
(Figure 1). In each game round, participants choose whether or
not to farm each cell. All four players make decisions in parallel
every round. The round ends when all players have confirmed
their choices. Participants can farm ∗or∗ forest/fallow cells as
desired in all subsequent rounds. The scores (total points earned)
are calculated for each cell on the choices made in and around the
cell. At the end of each round, every participant can see decisions
made by all participants in the landscape and what yields were
achieved in each cell. When a subsidy is added, a randomly
assigned flat subsidy is privately offered to each of the participant
forest/fallow lands.

Under communal property rights, all four participants can
access any cells in the agricultural landscape (Figure 2), this can
mimic situations where farmers collectively own and manage
forested lands. In each round, each participant can farm a
maximum of nine cells, as in the individual rights treatment.
In each game round, participants make simultaneous decisions,
and the round ends when all four players have confirmed.
Participants’ identity is colour coded, so players can see each
other’s decisions during the round. A cell that is farmed by
one participant can no longer be farmed by another participant
(cells are allocated on a first come first serve basis during
the round). Participants can choose to farm the same cells
in subsequent rounds or move to other cells (in which case
the cell becomes available to other players). When a subsidy
is introduced, a randomly assigned flat subsidy is collectively
offered for all forest/fallow lands at the landscape scale, the
total value of the subsidy is then shared equally by all
four participants.

We conducted our study in Madagascar and Kenya, two
countries which have varying degrees of reliance on swidden
agriculture (see section below on study context).We selected four
villages near the Mangabe protected area in eastern Madagascar,
and two villages adjacent to Mount Kenya National park
and forest reserve in Kenya (Figure 3). We purposely selected
villages near protected areas because of their specific features:

participants in these settings live near protected forest resources;
they have experiences of conservation restrictions, yet many of
them are still highly dependent on swidden agriculture. These
forest communities are also among the poorest in Madagascar
and in Kenya.

In each of the study villages, we first compiled a full
list of households residing in the village using key-informant
interviews, ensuring isolated households and hamlets were also
included. We then randomly sampled 75% from each list
allowing for substitution if the selected household was not
present in the villages at the time of the study or was not
willing to participate. In total, we administered the games to
272 participants in Madagascar (68 groups of four participants)
and 100 participants in Kenya (25 groups of four participants).
Only one representative per household, the one who makes most
agricultural decisions, was invited to participate in the games.
Participants were compensated ∼1 day of local labour wage (2.5
and 3.5 USD in Madagascar and Kenya, respectively) for their
time, plus a performance bonus based on their game play, 0.25
USD per 75 points earned in one of the games drawn randomly
at the end of the session; this bonus ranged from 0.5 to 2.5 USD.
The entire process lasted 60 to 120 min.

The game design and protocol (see Supplementary Material)
were carefully piloted in nearby villages prior to implementation.
We also conducted a follow-up survey with each participant
after they had participated in the game. The survey included
socio-economic characteristics such as age, gender, education,
wealth levels, land holdings and community trust attitudes. After
we finished administering the games in each village, we also
facilitated a group debriefing session in which most participants
attended. The aim of the debriefing was to explore respondents’
rationales for their game decisions and relate their experiences
from playing the games with their real-life experiences of
forest conservation and farming practises. The research ethics
committee of the University of Stirling approved this study; we
told participants that results would be presented in aggregate
form and would not be linked to their identity or villages. We
gained verbal informed consent from all participants before
implementing the games.

Study Context
Madagascar’s protected areas have expanded from 3.1% of the
terrestrial surface area (1.8 million hectares) in 2003 to ∼12% by
2010 (Corson, 2014; Gardner et al., 2018). Despite this expansion,
deforestation continues at an alarming rate (Vieilledent et al.,
2018) and is driven primarily by swidden agriculture (Urech
et al., 2015; Zaehringer et al., 2015). The vast majority of
local communities still rely on swidden agriculture to sustain
their livelihoods (idem) and transitions to more intensive or
sustainable agricultural practises throughout the island are yet to
happen (Scales, 2014; Llopis et al., 2019).

In Kenya, as in many Sub-Saharan Africa countries,
agriculture fuels the foundation of the economy and mostly
consists of smallholder farmers (McCord et al., 2015). In Kenya,
the traditional agricultural system based on swidden agriculture
has become less common (Heinimann et al., 2017) and has over
the years been replaced by more intensive small-scale agriculture
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FIGURE 3 | Study sites (four villages near the Mangabe protected area in eastern Madagascar, and two villages adjacent to Mount Kenya National park in Kenya).

(Eckert et al., 2017). However, in the wake of population increase
in Kenya, more land is put under cultivation to meet the food
demand (Eckert et al., 2017). Forest conversion to agricultural
lands (especially subsistence) in Sub-Saharan Africa is a popular
practise, and Kenya is not exempted.

Decentralisation processes or the transfer of management
rights to local communities were initiated in both Madagascar
and Kenya in the 1990s and have led to the establishment of
community-based forest management or forestry associations
(Ferguson et al., 2014; Chomba et al., 2015). All participants
surveyed in this study were members of such community
associations. In theory, communities’ rights in these associations
are limited to management, only governments have a vested
right to legally own forestlands in both countries. Therefore, the
individual and communal property rights treatments investigated
in this study (in which local people enjoy a full bundle of rights
over forestlands, including ownership, exclusion and alienation
rights) (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992) are hypothetical treatments.
We explained to our study participants that in our game
scenarios, they own the forestlands and have full freedom of
choice over their use. We also emphasised our independence
from government authorities and ran lengthy warm-up sessions
to desensitise the issue of forest clearing for swidden agriculture
and ensure participants fully understood the rules of the game.

Data Analysis
Our main outcome variable is the average percentage of cells
left forest/fallow (average number of forest/fallow cells× 100/9),
defined at the individual player level. This variable represents
game level data summed over the rounds within each game
treatment. Rounds 9 to 12 were dropped to avoid end game
effects. The dataset is panel in nature because the randomly
assigned treatment varies across but not within games and
individuals are observed at different points in time (as in a
within-subject design). We estimate average treatment effects by
regressing participant decisions to keep forests or fallow their
lands on the treatment variables. The individual treatment is
represented by a binary variable for whether or not participants
have individual ownership of forestlands. For the subsidy
treatment, the analysis considers both binary (whether or not a
subsidy is given) and discrete random variables (subsidy rate per
forest/fallow cell, taking the value of 0, 4, 8, or 12).

We estimate a fixed effect panel data model on the pooled
round-level data, separately for each country, and then test the
significance of the estimated treatment effects on mean fallowing
(or forested cells) (equation 2) (Woolridge, 2010). Fixed effect is
a panel data model, which is useful when the outcome variable,
mean fallowing, depends on explanatory variables, which are not
observable but correlated with the observed explanatory variables
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(Woolridge, 2010). They thus allow the time-invariant observed
and unobserved variables (i.e., variables that don’t vary across
treatments such as participants’ demographics) to correlate with
the error term. As data points from the same group are not
independent from one another, we cluster the standard errors
at the group-game level to allow for correlations between the
group-specific error components. We also test for the interaction
between individual rights and subsidy treatments.

Yit = λ + a1Rit + a2Sit + a3RitSit + β1RitXit + β2SitXit

+ β3RitSitXit + αi + εit (2)

i: participant
t: round
Y : average percentage of cells left forest/fallow (outcome)
λ: intercept
R: property right (individual or communal)
S: subsidy
X: participant characteristic (age, gender, education, wealth, land
size, or community trust)
a1, a2, a3, β1, β2, β3: scalar coefficients
α: fixed effects (unobserved time-invariant variables)
ε: Time-varying error.

To assess how different subgroups might react to the
treatments, we interact the two treatments with the specific
variables of interest: education, wealth, and community
interpersonal trust (this was specified as a three-way interaction
between the two treatments, individual rights and subsidy
and individual characteristics). Community trust is a numeric
variable representing the weighted factor scores from three
survey measures of trust among local communities (Table 2,
Supplementary Figure 3). The wealth variable is the first
principal component vector of a range of household wealth
indicators (such as household assets, livestock, food security,
extracted from a principal component analysis (PCA) using
the psych package and promax rotation (Revelle, 2018)
(Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Figure 1). We
hypothesised that subsidy would provide poorer participants
with the much-needed short term resources to forego swidden
agriculture (Nyein and Shinya, 2016; Dressler et al., 2017) and
that higher educated participants would be more able to invest
in off-farm activities and hence more likely to be responsive to
financial incentives (by being less reliant on swidden agriculture
and instead opting for more forest/fallow lands) (Van Vliet
et al., 2013). We also expected that participants who have higher
levels of trust toward other community members would be more
likely to keep forest/fallow under communal ownership. This is
because community members with increased interpersonal trust
are more likely to comply with institutional arrangements for
management of land and forests at the community level (Cramb
et al., 2009). The controls include socio-economic variables such
as age, gender, and lands under swidden agricultural systems.

All of the explanatory variables were standardised (expressed
as z-scores), with the exception of the treatments and gender, to
enable the comparison of magnitudes of estimated coefficients
within models. We attempted to identify differences across the
two countries and what factors might have contributed to those

differences by comparing regression estimates across countries.
The fixed effect models were conducted in STATA 16.0 and all
other analyses (such as PCA) in R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team,
2020).

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics
The control variables and the variables hypothesised to be
associated with the treatment effects are summarised in Table 2.
Significant differences are observed in the socio-economic
characteristics of participants across the two countries. The
average age of participants was 49 in Kenya and 35 in
Madagascar. The number of official schooling years of the Kenya
sample was three times higher than that of Madagascar (Table 2).
Participants were 70% male in Madagascar, while gender was
more balanced in Kenya (47% male). PCA of ten measures of
wealth resulted in the first two principal components explaining
44% of the variation and revealed that the Kenya sample had
much higher average wealth levels (Supplementary Table 1,
Supplementary Figure 1). Participants in Kenya were much
more food secure; they perceived that they had a variety of food
and enough to eat for almost 12 months for the past year (vs. only
6months inMadagascar) (Supplementary Table 1). The first axis
of the PCA, which was used in the fixed effect model, was strongly
correlated with measures of food security and livestock. Almost
all the game participants relied on agriculture as their primary
sources of income (98 and 100% in Madagascar and Kenya,
respectively). Twenty two percentage of the total sample in Kenya
also had other sources of income such as livestock and small
businesses vs. 55% in Madagascar (such as small trades, charcoal
making, wild food harvesting). Proxies for community trust were
high (>53%) in both countries (Supplementary Figure 3).

The average size of lands cultivated by each participant
household was 0.39 and 0.97 hectares in Kenya and Madagascar,
respectively. The lands cultivated by the Malagasy sample
consistedmostly of swidden agriculture plots on hillsides, created
originally from forest clearings. However, lands used by most
Kenyan participants were under agroforestry practises, which
consist of intercropping perennial and annual food crops, also
known as the shamba system.

Treatment Effects and Their Variations
Across Subgroups
Participants in Kenya kept significantly more forests/fallows on
their lands (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure 2). The average
percentage of forest/fallow lands across all rounds and games
were 65 and 35% in Kenya and Madagascar, respectively.
Individual ownership significantly increased decisions to keep
forest/fallow by 12 percentage points in Madagascar but had
no significant effect in Kenya (models 1 and 2, Table 3).
Subsidies also had slightly different effects on participant
decisions in each of the two countries, significantly raising
decisions to keep forest/fallow in Kenya by 9 percentage points
and only by 2 percentage points in Madagascar. Decisions to
keep forest/fallow did not significantly change across rounds.
However, in Madagascar, decisions to fallow decreased with
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics of predictor variables included in the models.

Variables Description Summaries

Country Kenya

(n = 100)

Madagascar

(n = 272)

Age Numeric variable indicating the age of the Mean 49.52 35.82

participant SD 12.79 13.71

Min 22 18

Max 79 75

Education Numeric variable indicating the years of official schooling of Mean 9 3.213

the participant SD 2.543 3.049

Min 0 0

Max 15 12

Gender (Male) Binary variable indicating whether the participant was male % 47% 70%

Wealth component 1 Numeric variable representing the first principal component score from Mean −0.55 1.50

10 measures of wealth and explaining 30% of the total variation SD 0.40 0.40

(Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 1) Min 0.63 −1.26

Max 2.47 1.11

Off-farm income Binary variable indicating whether the participant household has other

sources of income than

% 22% 55%

Land size Numeric variable measuring the land size cultivated by the household

agriculture

Mean 0.97 2.41

in the past agricultural year (measured in local units and converted in SD 0.86 4.61

acres)—The value in Madagascar are proxies for areas used in swidden Min 0 0

agriculture Max 5 27.1

Community trust index Numeric variable representing the weighted factor scores from three Mean −0.003 0.010

measures of trust among local communities; figure Sx; Cronbach’s SD 0.97 0.75

alpha* = 0.48, the one-factor solution explained 48% of the total Min −2.22 −2.5

variance (this table and Supplementary Figure 3) Max 1.15 1.15

rounds in three of the four treatment conditions (Figure 4).
This effect was most pronounced under communal ownership;
fallowing decisions were as high as 40% at the start of the game
and decreased by half by round 3 (Figure 4). This was particularly
the case when subsidy was also introduced under communal
rights (Supplementary Figure 2). These results are robust to
alternative specifications of subsidy as a continuous (models 2
and 4, Table 3) or categorical variable (Supplementary Table 3).
We find no interaction effects of the two treatments in
either country.

To examine how different subgroups react to the treatments
and try to explain the differences in observed outcomes across
the two different samples, we interacted the treatments with
three variables of interest: education, wealth, and community
interpersonal trust. Contrary to our expectations, we found
no association between the effect of subsidy and wealth
or education in either country (models 5 and 6, Table 3).
These results persisted even when subsidy was specified as a
continuous variable (models 7 and 8, Table 3). Instead, we
found that in Madagascar, education level and wealth affected
the effectiveness of the individual property right treatments in
encouraging fallowing decisions (Supplementary Figure 5). A
one standard deviation increase in education is associated with
an increase in fallowing of 3.3 percentage points under individual

ownership: this amounts to almost 10 % of the community
ownership reference level. On the other hand, the individual
right treatment was less likely to lead to increased decisions to
keep forest/fallow among wealthier participants; a one standard
deviation increase in wealth levels is associated with a decrease
in fallowing of 1.6 percentage points under individual ownership
(compared to communal rights) (model 5, Table 3). These effects
were not robust to the alternative specification in which the
subsidy is specified as a continuous variable (model 7, Table 3).
Participants with larger swidden agriculture plots in Madagascar
(as represented by the variable “land size”, Table 2) were more
likely to keep forest/fallow in the individual right treatments
(2.3% increase which is robust to alternative specification)
(model 5, Table 3).

We did not find any association between the property
rights treatment and community trust level in either of
the two countries. In Kenya, we did not observe any
associations between the treatment effects and any of
the socio-economic characteristics, except the off-farm
income (model 8, Table 3 where subsidy was specified as
a continuous variable). The subsidy was more effective
at encouraging decisions to keep forest/fallow among
participants who had other sources of income than agriculture
(1.26% increase).
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FIGURE 4 | Distribution of mean observed percentages of decisions to keep forest/fallow in the treatments and rounds (Subsidy takes a value of 1 if there is subsidy,

0 otherwise, and same with individual rights) across households and groups. The median marks the midpoint of the data and is shown by the line that divides the box

into two parts. The box represents the middle 50% of percentages of decisions to keep forest/fallow.

DISCUSSION

Our study examines farmer responses to financial incentives and
property rights to forestlands using a temporally and spatially
dynamic interactive game inMadagascar andKenya.We find that
farmer proconservation behaviour (which we define as farmer
propensity to keep forest or fallow lands) as well as the effects
of land tenure and fallowing subsidy treatment vary considerably
across the two contexts. Participants in the Kenyan sample were
twice as willing on average to forego farming on their lands as
players in the Malagasy sample. Though our experiment was not
designed to fully disentangle the differences in game outcomes
across the two countries, we discuss a few possible causes using

responses to the follow up survey and insights from the literature
and the community debriefings.

The first set of possibilities lie in the stark contrasts
in wealth and swidden agricultural practises across the two
countries. In Kenya, agroforestry practises have been partially
shaped by a government-led plantation establishment and
livelihood improvement scheme (PELIS). This scheme has
been highly effective in improving food security and income
among community members (Witcomb and Dorward, 2009).
Since these agroforestry systems are practised on forested
plots which are generally very fertile, levels of surplus output
and extra income tend to be relatively high (Kagombe and
Gitonga, 2005). However, farmers in eastern Madagascar mostly
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TABLE 3 | Estimates from the fixed effect panel data model showing the effects of the treatments on individual participant decisions to keep forest/fallow and their

variations across different subgroups.

Treatments only (subsidy

binary)

Treatments only (subsidy

continuous)

Treatments and other

covariates (subsidy

binary)

Treatments and other

covariates (subsidy

continuous)

M/car (1) Kenya (2) M/car (3) Kenya (4) M/car (5) Kenya (6) M/car (7) Kenya (8)

Ind_Rights 12.255*** −4.032 12.483*** −5.214 11.251*** −2.983 11.284*** −4.977

(1.117) (2.806) (1.138) (2.53) (2.019) (3.827) (1.78) (3.66)

Subsidy 2.533** 9.222*** 0.317*** 0.908** 5.254** 9.43** 0.575** 0.826*

(0.985) (2.852) (0.103) (0.355) (2.274) (3.845) (0.244) (0.435)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy 0.951 2.222 0.059 0.551 −0.846 −0.385 −0.095 0.365

(1.04) (3.233) (0.122) (0.342) (3.076) (4.453) (0.325) (0.456)

Ind_Rights*Age −0.948 1.716 −1.005 2.107

(0.911) (2.147) (1.026) (1.999)

Subsidy*Age 1.341 −0.546 0.162* −0.023

(0.851) (2.139) (0.093) (0.294)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy* Age −1.1 0.854 −0.122 0.015

(0.911) (2.423) (0.108) (0.312)

Ind_Rights*Male 2.67 −2.65 2.361 −2.122

(1.97) (3.37) (1.909) (3.45)

Subsidy* Male −2.83 −2.861 −0.308 −0.576

(2.16) (4.052) (0.26) (0.543)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy* Male 0.423 8.002 0.117 1.041

(2.733) (4.931) (0.319) (0.615)

Ind_Rights*Education 3.352*** −0.216 3.143*** −0.007

(1.045) (2.106) (0.984) (1.839)

Subsidy*Education 0.811 0.742 0.067 0.102

(1.096) (1.316) (0.12) (0.192)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy* Education −0.078 2.044 0.047 0.152

(1.19) (2.27) (0.134) (0.237)

Ind_Rights*Wealth −1.618* 0.136 −1.381 0.77

(0.811) (1.858) (0.879) (1.815)

Subsidy*Wealth 0.491 0.187 0.082 0.092

(0.934) (2.453) (0.105) (0.297)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy* Wealth 0.039 1.101 −0.051 0

(0.903) (2.658) (0.101) (0.285)

Ind_Rights*Land size 2.30*** −1.88 2.21*** −2.382

(0.751) (2.749) (0.791) (2.626)

Subsidy* Land size 0.84 3.073 0.01 0.329

(1.193) (2.045) (0.125) (0.2)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy* Land size −1.407 −1.204 −0.139 −0.109

(0.98) (3.102) (0.110) (0.321)

Ind_Rights*Community trust 0.545 −2.871 0.453 −3.009

(0.832) (3.125) (0.843) (2.857)

Subsidy*Community trust 0.876 −2.57 0.106 −0.234

(0.823) (1.581) (0.091) (0.223)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy*Com-munity

trust

−1.109 3.554 −0.114 0.505

(1.071) (2.335) (0.117) (0.305)

Ind_Rights*Off farm_ income

trust

−1.582 0.91 −0.973 2.595

(1.956) (5.222) (1.954) (4.871)

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Treatments only (subsidy

binary)

Treatments only (subsidy

continuous)

Treatments and other

covariates (subsidy

binary)

Treatments and other

covariates (subsidy

continuous)

M/car (1) Kenya (2) M/car (3) Kenya (4) M/car (5) Kenya (6) M/car (7) Kenya (8)

Subsidy*Off farm income −1.331 5.168 −0.068 1.268**

(2.044) (5.352) (0.211) (0.606)

Ind_Rights*Subsidy*Off farm

income

2.72 −5.244 0.16 −1.159

(2.384) (6.433) (0.271) (0.714)

Mean (ind_rights = 0) 29.09 67.15 29.09 67.15 29.09 67.15 29.09 67.15

Mean (Subsidy = 0) 33.95 60.52 33.95 60.52 33.95 60.52 33.95 60.52

Constant 27.83*** 63.375*** 27.763*** 63.375*** 27.83*** 62.54*** 27.779*** 63.554***

(0.705) (1.517) (0.688) (1.517) (0.665) (1.56) (0.652) (1.435)

Observations 1,088 400 1,088 400 1,088 400 1,088 400

R-squared 0.341 0.187 0.342 0.187 0.38 0.209 0.379 0.244

Subsidy is modelled both as a binary variable (models 1, 2, 5, and 6) and as a continuous variable (models 3, 4, 7, and 8). The treatments are the only explanatory variables in models 1, 2,
3, and 4, while the treatments and other treatment-fixed variables are included in models 5, 6, 7, and 8 in interaction terms. Data were pooled across rounds within each game treatment.
Standard errors are in parentheses, ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

rely on swidden agriculture with very low use of agricultural
inputs, chemical fertilisers and improved seed varieties (Harvey
et al., 2014). Most Malagasy farmers receive little to no
technical assistance in crop production and rely on rudimentary
technological approaches (Styger et al., 2007). These differences
in farming practises across the two contexts are reflected in
their different wealth levels, with the Kenyan sample being
better off both with respect to technological assets and food
security (Supplementary Figure 1). However, we note that these
wealth measures were only proxies of rural income and do not
fully account for rural livelihoods and environmental income
(Angelsen et al., 2014).

Differences in conservation enforcement levels might have
also contributed to the differences in forest/fallow decisions in
the games across the two contexts. In the follow-up survey, all the
Kenyan participants unanimously reported that the risks of being
fined would deter them from clearing forests for agriculture, vs.
80% of the Malagasy participants. Although clearing forests for
swidden agriculture is banned inMadagascar, enforcement on the
ground is often very weak, and corruption and non-compliance
are salient features of forest conservation in many rural areas
(Gore et al., 2016). In these contexts, clearing forestland for
agriculture often gives farmers land rights (Angelsen, 1999;
Rakotonarivo et al., 2017). More rapid forest clearance, as
observed among the Malagasy sample, becomes an investment to
the farmer and is a right establishment strategy.

The individual rights treatment had no effect on Kenya
participants’ decisions but led to better conservation outcomes
compared to the communal right treatment in Madagascar.
While community members in Madagascar are entitled to decide
how forest resources can be used and the corresponding benefits
shared, these benefits are often in practise very vulnerable to elite

capture (Poudyal et al., 2016). These elite captures often result
in participants being much less inclined to follow community
conservation rules and engage in less sustainable agricultural
practises. These fears of biassed benefits toward the better socially
connected community members were reflected in the survey
responses; 42% of the Malagasy sample reported having low and
very low trust toward the leaders and decision-making members
of community forestry associations (Supplementary Figure 4).
Community leaders can play a critical role in aligning community
members’ practises with the provisions of community-level
institutions (Corbera et al., 2020). If they are not trusted by a
large share of community members, theymight fail to nurture the
collective actions and social norms that have been associated with
enhanced forest conservation under communal rights (Ostrom
and Hess, 2008).

The literature suggests mixed evidence on the impact
of property rights on environmental outcomes. While a
comparative study found that indigenous communities
management significantly reduced deforestation and forest
carbon emissions in Bolivia, Brazil and Colombia (Blackman and
Veit, 2018), a metanalysis suggests that community management
and land tenure security were not consistently associated with
either less or more deforestation (Busch and Ferretti-Gallon,
2017). The evidence is even less clear on the effectiveness of PES
under individual and communal rights to forests. PES resulted
in positive environmental outcomes among individual forest-
owning households in Uganda (Jayachandran et al., 2017) and
Costa Rica (Arriagada et al., 2012). PES can be equally effective
when built upon communal tenure rights such as community
based-forest management (Brouwer et al., 2011; Baylis et al.,
2012). The absence of interaction effects between our two policy
options might be explained by the large effect of the individual
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property rights and financial incentives on participants’ decisions
in Madagascar and in Kenya, respectively.

In-migration and the community inability to prevent forest
clearance by migrants were also reported as a potential
explanation for the lower pro-conservation behaviour observed
in the communally owned treatment in Madagascar. The
debriefing suggested that migrants move to the forest frontier
mostly to access new lands. As new migrants increase the
number of people sharing the return from the common
resources, participants perceived that their rights were more
secure under individual ownership. Individuals who belong to
a cooperative do not also perceive a direct link between their
personal contributions and benefits. Migrants, who are also
often better educated, do not often recognise the legitimacy
of communal management rights. This often results in less
secure property rights that lead potential users to engage in
conflicts so as to gain control over forestlands through clearance.
These patterns have also been observed elsewhere in Madagascar
(Jones et al., 2018).

Interestingly, we found that in Madagascar, the positive
effect of the individual tenure treatment in encouraging pro-
conservation behaviour was significantly greater among better
educated and wealthier participants. This might pose risks for
equity if the privatisation of forest resources mostly benefits
the elites, or the power and resource holders (Benjaminsen
et al., 2009). We also found that participants with larger
swidden agriculture plots inMadagascar were more likely to keep
forest/fallow in the individual right treatments. This is most likely
because they can afford to rotate between various plots and keep
more forests or fallow lands (Styger et al., 2007).

In Kenya, the absence of a significant effect of the property
right treatment on participants’ decisions to keep forest/fallow
are puzzling, as we did not observe any associations between
the treatment effects and the participants’ characteristics. The
results might stem from the irrelevance of tenure security
among the Kenyan sample who exclusively use public gazetted
lands under the control of the Kenyan forest services for a
limited number of years, with no prospect of rights transfer
to forest users. Unlike the Malagasy sample, participants in
Kenya showed relatively high levels of trust both toward
the community forest associations leaders and the Kenyan
forest service (Supplementary Figure 4). The Kenya participants
also felt that the current government forest strategy balances
forest conservation and rural development, mostly through
the PELIS scheme which allows community members to
practise agroforestry in government-owned degraded lands.
Participants also perceived additional livelihood benefits from
these schemes, such as fuelwood and access to pasture. This
was in stark contrast to farmers’ perceptions of conservation
organisations in Madagascar, whose restrictions on forest use
and access were felt to have severely constrained local livelihoods
(Supplementary Figure 4) (Gore et al., 2016).

The subsidy increased farmers’ willingness to support
conservation interests in both countries, but its effect was
considerably greater in Kenya. These results are congruent with
previous studies showing the role of payments in incentivising
forest conservation (Cárdenas, 2017; Sims and Alix-Garcia,

2017). The differences in the effect sizes of subsidy across the
two contexts are not immediately clear, as the two samples
differ in many socio-economic factors, including land ownership,
farm holding size, education, wealth levels, and levels of trust
toward governments and conservation agencies, whichmay affect
people’s attitudes toward the payments. These results might also
be explained by unobservable factors beyond what the surveys
and experiments were able to capture. As participants received
both the show-up fee and a second payout that was tied to their
performance in the games, this might have introduced some real
stakes that may be associated with varying wealth levels across the
two countries.

Another explanation for the different findings across countries
lies in possible differences in the administration of the games.
This is unlikely, since we used the same game instructions, and all
enumerators were trained by the same person (lead author). We
cannot rule out potential differences in understanding the game
rules across the two countries which could be associated with
different education levels. The use of the same game protocol,
practise rounds, and visual handouts should have helped reduce
these confounding factors.

As in all game-based studies, the external validity of our
results (the extent to which the game decisions reflect what
participants would do in real life) is difficult to assess (Jackson,
2012). Our game did not allow more detailed incorporation of
the complex socio-ecological context and the study of social
interactions as is common in serious boardgame studies (e.g.,
Celio et al., 2019; Speelman et al., 2019; Andreotti et al., 2020).
Adding more complexity would risk both the tractability of the
analysis and player engagement. In addition, the game features,
which are stylised representations of the swidden agricultural
systems, might not match participants’ characterisations of these
elements. In particular, the communal and individual property
rights tested in our game design are new in both contexts, i.e.,
none of the participants have directly experienced such tenure
reforms (see study section). Contested and unclear property
rights is an issue in many tropical forest countries (Rights and
Resources Initiative, 2018; Robinson et al., 2018; Sunderlin et al.,
2018). The experimental games we developed in this paper were
thus useful in testing the effectiveness of such interventions,
which would otherwise be very costly and difficult to test at
reality scale.

Despite the hypothetical nature of these interventions,
understanding of the game rules and the interventions was
generally high across the two countries and was greatly enhanced
by the practise rounds, and additional explanations provided
by the facilitators (OSR and AK who are both native speakers
of Madagascar and Kenya, respectively). Surveys confirmed
that participants seriously thought of the consequences of
their choices and took into account real-life contexts (such as
immigration, elite capture, low trust toward community leaders
as evidenced by the debriefings) in their game decisions. In
addition, a follow up question asking participants about their
main goal in the games further suggested that 185 (68%) and
97 (97%) participants in Madagascar and Kenya, respectively,
aimed to maximise their utility by playing as in real life
(Supplementary Figure 6).
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Although our game settings were necessarily simplified, they
were perceived by most participants as a safe and useful decision-
support tool to voice their preferences. The incorporation of
the temporal and spatial dimension also enhanced realism and
helped uncover nuances that are invisible to conventional tools
such as questionnaire surveys (Murnighan and Wang, 2016).
For instance, most participants alluded to the importance of
ecosystem services provided by the forests and fallow lands in the
debriefing meetings (such as microclimate and protection against
soil erosion) and the influence that these ecosystem services had
on their decisions.

The differences in forest/fallow decisions in the context of the
games and in the real-life contexts across the two countries also
show that the games can provide a lens into real world choices.
Games are best understood as one perspective within a body of
knowledge on forest user behaviour and how they are affected
by factors of interest such as property rights or incentives, rather
than having specific real-world patterns against which they must
be validated (Camerer, 2015). Our results provide important
insights on the influence of PES and communal and individual
property rights on forest user decisions in contexts where forest
tenure is unclear and contested. We draw upon the group
debriefing and the follow-up survey to contextualise our results.

While we had to simplify the property right treatments in
our experimental game design and were not able to include a
baseline reference of weak and insecure tenure, our study sheds
light on the influence of individual and communal property
rights to forestlands in PES schemes. We argue that if PES
programmes are developed in contexts of weak state enforcement
and unclear rights to forests, their effectivenessmight be seriously
compromised (e.g., Robinson et al., 2014; Paudel et al., 2015;
Riggs et al., 2016; Horning, 2018; Corbera et al., 2020). The
majority of effective PES to date have been implemented in
countries where the institutional framework is well-defined and
where land is individually owned (Pagiola, 2008; Karsenty et al.,
2014; Myers et al., 2018; Sunderlin et al., 2018). Designing
PES in situations of weak institutions is challenging, yet these
contexts are dominant features of biodiversity hotspots where
threats to ecosystem services are the highest (Chomitz et al.,
2007) and where conservation actions are viewed as most urgent
(Mittermeier et al., 2011).

In conclusion, we used a dynamic interactive game framed
around farmer land-use decisions to examine farmer responses to
two new policy options, financial incentives under individual and
communal forest ownership. We found that their effectiveness
in preserving forestland varied across contexts; the individual
right treatment had no effect on participant decisions in
Kenya, but in Madagascar, it led to much better conservation
outcomes than the communal rights treatment. The incentives
increased farmers’ willingness to support conservation interests
in both countries, but its effect was four times greater in
Kenya. Such mixed relationships between property rights and
forest conservation outcomes have also been reported in
other contexts (Robinson et al., 2014; Busch and Ferretti-
Gallon, 2017; Blackman and Veit, 2018). In contexts such as
Madagascar, with strong reliance on swidden agriculture and a
de facto open access regime, giving local communities individual

property rights to forestlands on its own might be effective at
incentivising conservation. However, where people feel relatively
secure about their rights, and where people have adapted to
stronger enforcement and transitioned from swidden agricultural
practises, tenure reforms might be inefficient. In these contexts,
subsidies can play a major role in encouraging proconservation
behaviour. There is no panacea; no single set of institutions
generates better outcomes for the resource and for the users
under all conditions. We show how interactive games can help
develop amore targeted and practical approach to environmental
policy in a given context.
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